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Anti-Manipulation Policy for Customer Reviews
Customers trust that they can shop with confidence on Amazon. Reviews provide a 

forum for sharing authentic feedback about products and services â�� positive or n

egative. Any attempt to manipulate reviews, including by directly or indirectly 

contributing false, misleading or inauthentic content, is strictly prohibited.
We take the integrity of our reviews platform very seriously. If we determine th

at you have attempted to manipulate reviews or violated our guidelines in any ot

her manner, we may immediately suspend or terminate your Amazon privileges, remo

ve reviews, and delist related products. In addition, if we determine that an Am

azon account has been used to engage in review manipulation, remittances and pay

ments may be withheld or forfeited. Misconduct may also violate state and federa

l laws, including the Federal Trade Commission Act, and can lead to legal action

 and civil and criminal penalties.
We pursue lawsuits for reviews manipulation against dishonest sellers and manufa

cturers who attempt to purchase fraudulent reviews and the parties who provide a

nd post those reviews. These lawsuits have produced monetary judgments exceeding

 the annual revenue for such sellers and data allowing us to take additional enf

orcement actions against others. We suspend and ban the accounts of others who e

ngage in review abuse or otherwise violate our guidelines. We will continue to r

emove reviews that violate our policies and pursue the sellers and manufacturers

 who create the demand for fraudulent reviews and the individuals and organizati

ons who supply fraudulent reviews through all available means.
We encourage anyone who suspects that review manipulation is taking place or tha

t our guidelines are being violated in any other manner to notify us. We will in

vestigate the concern thoroughly and take any appropriate actions.Whole Foods cu

ts some workers&#39; paid breaks from 15 minutes to 10
This includes the time when you are coming and returning from the break room. pi

c.twitter.com/OszaeiDWtR
Grocery store deaths
Among the UFCW&#39;s members, there have been at least 124 grocery worker deaths

 from COVID-19 and at least 23,100 workers infected or exposed, the union stated

 in an email.
Like many other companies, Amazon and its subsidiary don&#39;t disclose the numb

er of employees who&#39;ve died or been infected by COVID-19. 
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